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An Overview on Aging 
 

Prof Dato’ Dr Selvaraj Y Subramaniam 
Sports Physician 

President, Society for Anti-Aging, Aesthetic and Regenerative Medicine Malaysia 
Terengganu, Malaysia 

 

Understanding the difference between biological and chronological aging, and the factors and 

strategies to slow and reverse the process of biological aging. 

 

 

Can Humans Reverse Aging? 
 

Dato’ Dr Guna Sittampalam 
Obstetrician and Gynecologist 

Damai Service Hospital 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

 

For much of history, the average lifespan of modern humans was 18 years. Today the lifespan of 

an average person in the developed world is almost 80 years. This defies the concept that human 

age is genetically pre-programmed. The human mind for a thousand years perceived aging to be 

a natural process and not a disease. The reasoning is that everyone gets it; it is natural. This is 

the accepted view of conservative medicine and recognized by all authorities including the FDA. 

 

The above concept is challenged by a parallel system, where aging is not regarded to be pre-

programmed. It is, at best, the consequence of an intended program, or quasi program, namely 

the continuation of essential growth (Blagosklonny). 

 

Aging is a disease or as Alan Gray says, the “mother of all diseases”. Age related pathologies 

include atherosclerosis, hypertension, osteoporosis, obesity, insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes, 

cancer, macular degeneration, Alzheimer’s, menopause, etc. There is no single aging process, 

but multiple processes at the level of molecules, cells and tissues that work in concert with each 

other. It is just a process of decay and systemic failure. 

 

In summary, age related diseases are the result of advanced aging, and that causes death. Since 

aging is not preprogramed, the diseases develop at different speeds. 

 

Until recently, scientific developments were not adequate to approach the concept of age reversal 

in a meaningful manner. However, over the past 4-5 years, a number of regenerative technologies 

have been demonstrated in animal models as well as in humans. This research indicates that 



older people may be able to regain a degree of youth and vigour with the alleviation of chronic 

health issues. 

 

At a recent conference on Revolution Against Aging and Death (RAAD) held in San Diego, 

California, a sequential order of experimental age reversal interventions was generally agreed 

with dosage schedules, etc. 

 

The suggested sequential order of age reversal interventions are: 

 

Step One: mTOR inhibition (rapamycin) 

Step Two: NAD+ restoration (infusions/patches) 

Step Three: Eliminate senescent cells (Senolytics) 

Step Four: Young plasma/umbilical cord cells 

 

At this conference only step one, i.e., mTOR inhibition with Rapamycin and step three, i.e., 

Elimination of senescent cells using Senolytics will be discussed due to their prime importance 

and time constraints. 

 

TOR is a complex, large protein in the cytoplasm and is the control centre and key regulator of 

living organisms for over two billion years. TOR is essentially the secret of how life is organized 

on this planet. Excessive mTOR, or dysregulated mTOR is the cause of all chronic diseases that 

results in aging or death. Rapamycin, the product of the soil bacteria of the Easter Islands, binds 

to TOR like a lock and key. Rapamycin regulates mTOR like a silver bullet; it brings extraordinary 

benefits such as age-reversal and the reduction age-related morbidities. 

 

Cellular senescence is a basic process of aging. The senescent cells produce a hundred types of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines that causes accelerated aging and cancer. Animal studies (step three 

above) indicate that a combination of Dasatinib, a drug well known for treating Leukaemia, given 

in small doses with Querecetin, a plant-based food supplement acts as an excellent Senolytic 

drug thereby extending the lifespan of mice by the equivalent of 25 human years. Currently human 

trials are underway and preliminary reports have shown remarkable improvements in alleviating 

osteoarthritis. 

 

The most important component of the implementation of this intervention is that individuals should 

test their aging biomarkers and repeat following intervention. This is important to know whether 

actual age reversal has occurred. 

 

Though biologists still have a long way to go before discovering a perfect age-reversal pill, existing 

scientific knowledge suggests that human lifespans can be extended by 25 years through the 

age-reversal techniques highlighted above. 

 

 



Precursor/ Progenitor Stem Cell Therapy in Regenerative Medicine 
 

Prof Dr Dmitry Klokol 
Head of Medical Advisory 

Group International Medical Director; Stellar BioMolecular Research, Germany 
European Wellness International Group (EU, Switzerland, Asia-Pacific) 

 

 
For the past two decades Stem cells are recognized as the main tool of regenerative medicine. 

Stem cells are found to be effective in management of various degenerative disorders. Stem cells’ 

mechanisms of action boils down to homing paracrine effects. The homing effect confines to 

ability of the stem cells to migrate and settle down in corresponding tissues according to their 

biological affinity. The paracrine effect describes the ability of the stem cells to produce and 

express myriads of growth factors and other biologically active substances that cause a 

stimulatory effect on the recipient’s tissues. Cell therapy is known to have an anti-inflammatory, 

anti-apoptotic and anti-oxidant properties as well. Precursor (progenitor) cells are a special pool 

of fetal stem cells, which are unipotent (determined to the specific differentiation pathway) and 

still preserve their stemness characteristics. Such properties of precursor stem cells make them 

indispensable in treatment of chronic heart disease, liver disease, neurodegenerative disorders, 

some genetic diseases and many other. 

 

 

Heart Failure in Patients in CKD 
 

Dr Tharmaratnam Rasanayagam 

Consultant Physician and Nephrologist 
Beacon Hospital 

 

Abstract not in 
 
 

 

 

 



How to treat Patients with Difficult and Unclear Diseases  
with Swiss Biological Medicine 

 
Dr Thomas Rau 

Physician 
Founder of Swiss Biological Medicine Center 

Teufen, Switzerland  

 

 
The biological medicine evaluations and treatments for unclear and difficult diseases. Early 

cognitive decline, Autism, Polyneuropathy of "unclear origin", Multiple Sclerosis - all these serious 

diseases are "unclear" and orthodox medicine has NO treatments to offer. The Swiss Biological 

Medicine has a lot to offer and very often finds the reasons behind these diseases. 

 

Today each of us knows someone with autism, cognitive decline, chronic fatigue, advanced or 

chronic Lyme, or MS. Yet these diseases were remarkably rare 50 years ago. What's worse, the 

number of "unclear" neurological disorders is climbing rapidly. What's behind these trends, and 

how should medicine respond? Conventional medicine has no answers. 

 

You will learn how to treat such patience with Biological Medicine in following "Dr. Rau's 3 pillars" 

of re-building cells and organs.  To treat these diseases in a totally different manner by finding 

the individual background causes and making the patient heal, cell by cell, from inside. It releases 

the body from the causal factors and provides the "cell's food" for balance from inside. 

 

You will hear about cases and methods of diagnosis and treatment of difficult and unclear 

diseases in getting an introduction to Biological Medicine to understand the biological causes of 

diseases, the interactions between body and the disease as well as the dynamic processes. 

 

 
 

 



Diet for Healthy Heart 
 

Dr Surendran Thuraisingham 
Consultant Cardiologist 
Sunway Medical Centre 

Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia 

 

 
Lifestyle modifications in particularly, diet, plays a significant role in the management of heart 

health. When there is too much LDL cholesterol in the blood, it builds up in the walls of the arteries 

(plaque). Over time, this build up causes hardening of the arteries and can cause chest pains and 

heart attack. An unhealthy diet such as one high in sodium, can lead to an increase in blood 

pressure, which is a major risk factor for heart disease. 

 

The relationship of food in regards to heart health such as salt, sugar, fruits & vegetables, grains, 

nuts and protein will be outlined. The importance of a balanced diet is pivotal in reducing risks of 

developing coronary heart disease, diabetes and high blood pressure.  

 
 
 

Lifestyle Modifications in Hypertension 
 

Dr Lawrence Chan Hon Wah 
Consultant Cardiologist 

Sime Darby Medical Centre 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia 

 

 
Hypertension is one of the lading causes of mortality and one of the major risk factors identified 

in coronary heart disease, vascular disease, chronic kidney disease, stroke and atrial fibrillation. 

Defined as a persistent elevation of arterial blood pressure, hypertension typically does not cause 

any symptoms and is identified during screening or seeking healthcare for an unrelated problem. 

 

Blood pressure is a modifiable risk factor and can be managed via lifestyle modifications as 

optimal therapy involves consideration of patients’ age, sex, race, diet, exercise, tobacco use and 

so on. Increased physical activity, reduction of sodium intake and a diet rich in fruits and 

vegetables are some of the steps employed to reduce blood pressure. 



Nano Peptides Range: Similarity and Difference 
 

Dr Mikhail Teppone 
Medical Director 

BhM+d 
Russia/Canada 

 

 
Therapeutic application of animal tissue and organs was described more than thousands of years 

ago in pharmaceutical books of various nations. So, in the 16th century Heinrich Cornelius 

Agrippa wrote, 'it is Well Known amongst physicians that brain helps the brain, and lungs the 

lungs' etc. (1531). 

 

In the 'History of Drugs' (1737) we can find usual recommendations for that time: "the dried Liver 

and Bowels of a Wolf are recommended for the cure of all diseases arising from the liver and 

bowels; the dried Lungs of a Fox is esteemed excellent against coughs, asthma, wheezing, 

hoarseness, shortness of breathing, and all other diseases of the lungs". 

 

Usage of 'Organ specific remedies' became understandable and logic after discovery of G. B. 

Morgagni who established the anatomic concept of diseases originating from the certain organs 

(1769). Theory of 'Cellular pathology' designed by Dr. R. Virchow was a further step for 

development of scientific view on the concept of 'cellular therapy' (1855). 

 

 The greatest input in the cellular therapy was done by Dr. Brown Sequard. In the middle of 19th 

century he supposed: "if into a man old or feeble the living cells of a young and vigorous being 

could be injected, why should he not vibrate in unison with this fresh life, which pervades him so 

intimately?" After series of experiments on animals, Dr. Brown-Séquard presented his case 

whereby he injected himself with testicular extract derived from young dogs and noticed that his 

condition had improved tremendously, including general physical strength, brain function and 

even urination and defecation (1889). 



 

Since 1890s and until 1930s 'Organotherapy' and 'Cellular Therapy' were practiced widely in the 

mainstream of the medicine. When the active ingredients of the endocrine glands were identified 

and extracted in the pure forms, popularity of the cell therapy among doctors gradually declined 

(1950s). 

 

Nevertheless, some of the experts in the cellular therapy (in Germany, France, Switzerland, 

Russia, etc) continued to use live cells or cell extracts as a part of their daily practice even after 

1980s. The leading argument suggested by those doctors was that cell therapy was not limited 

by the effects of hormones, and it could include substances not yet identified. Besides, some of 

the degenerative changes of the internal organs, brain, peripheral nerves, muscles and other 

tissues or undeveloped organs in childhood were not caused by hormonal deficiency so hormonal 

replacement therapy would not be effective. Therefore, this small group of "incurable" diseases 

and syndromes could be a niche for the further researches and practical applications of cellular 

therapy. 

  

Due to the scientific achievements of the last years a group of organ specific proteins and peptides 

were discovered. For analyses and identifications of the peptides they used LC-MS and SDS-

PAGE tests. Recent studies demonstrated that nano-peptides even in small dose could contribute 

into the activity and regeneration of the corresponding organs. 

 

Identification of nano-peptides opened a new page of the scientific research and further 

development of regeneration therapy with nano-extracts derived from the animal tissues and 

organs. Results of the laboratory tests are going to be presented.  

 

 

 

 



Other Organ Damage causing Heart Problems 
 

Dr Jeyabalan Velayutham 
Consultant Physician and Nephrologist 

Damansara Specialist Hospital 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
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Lifestyle Modifications in Heart Failure 
 

Dato’ Dr Tamil Selvan Muthusamy 
Consultant Cardiologist/Consultant Physician 

KPJ Damansara Specialist Hospital 
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia 
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What Every Physician should know on Stem Cell, Cells, Extracts, Peptides 
 

Prof Dato’ Sri Dr Mike Chan 
Chief Technical Consultant and Researcher 

in Stem Cell Research and BioMolecular Therapy 
European Wellness Centers Group  

Stellar BioMolecular Research (SBR) 
Germany 

Nexgen BioPharma, Switzerland 
FCTI Precursor Stem Cells, Europe 

 

 
As we are entering the future, the modern medicine is going through dramatic changes and 

improvements. The medical frontiers are pushed forward by cutting-edge biomolecular 

technologies. Gene therapy, progenitor stem cells, biomolecular peptide therapies – this is far not 

the complete list of latest therapeutic trends in modern medicine. Advances in economy and 

medical science has led to increase in expected life-span that in its turn leads to increasing 

occurrence of age-related diseases, i.e. cardio-vascular pathology, advanced forms of fatty liver 

disease and non-alcoholic steatohepatosis, degenerative diseases of loco-motor apparatus, 

senile cerebral disorders, metabolic syndrome, and many more. Such shift in demographics and 

growing incidence of age-related diseases gives a call for implementation of progenitor stem cells 

and biomolecular therapies with organ-specific peptides. 

  

The functions of progenitor (precursor) stem cells is based on two principles – “homing” and 

paracrine effect. The mechanism of action of organ-specific peptide therapy is based on molecular 

self-organization and trans-membrane peptide transport and re-assembly according to the 

intrinsic factors – zip-codes encoded in each chain of peptides. Xenogeneic transplantation is 

also working through the epigenetic influence on the gene-expression of the implanted cell 

material. Xenotransplantation became a potential alternative to the whole organ transplant and 

treatment of many degenerative diseases, which are considered incurable from the point of view 

of conventional medicine – chronic liver disease, early stages of renal failure, post ischemic 



stroke, neurologic deficit, Parkinson’s disease, Autism, certain genetic abnormalities and 

congenital diseases. Xenogeneic cellular therapy products have multiple advantages, such as 

unlimited cell supply, high metabolic similarities to humans, low risk of acute vascular rejection, 

resistance to complement-mediated injury, and resistance to retroviruses. 

  

Through our technological and manufacturing “know-how” there is no need for the conventional 

tacrolimus-based immunosuppressive therapy, which is compulsory for allogeneic adult stem 

cells. According to our technology, after the procurement of fetal precursor or progenitor stem 

cells, next stage is primary cell tissue culture, which is done in order to increase quality of cell and 

also to provide an adequate assessment of cell’s viability and the cell count. A peak level of 

xenogeneic tissue material implants migration and “homing” is observed in the recipient’s 

organism as fast as within 72 hours and could be detected for several months. Repeated 

xenotransplantations progressively increase the efficacy rate. Safety aspects of storage 

manufacturing guidelines to GMP compliance certifications of in particulars sources of animals in 

our cases (only sheeps and rabbits), certifications of USA FDA certified closed colony, AAALAC 

(Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care), SPF Pathogen Free, 

logistics refrigerated storage or secured logistics solutions and highest manufacturing standards 

and lab certifications such as ISO Certification for QA (Quality Assurance), QC (Quality Control) 

and GLP (Good Laboratory Practice) and polencies are also discussed in the presentation. 

Presented data gives a strong support to the cellular xenotransplantation as a potential 

therapeutic modality for the broad spectrum of pathology. 

 
 

 

 

 



Nutrients and Diabetes 
 

Dr Sunita Kaur Ahluwalia 
CelesticaLife 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
 
 

 
Diabetes mellitus refers to a group of diseases that affect how your body uses blood sugar 

(glucose). We look at the different aspects of nutrition and its role in feeding cells at the cellular 

level. We look at how different sugars affect diabetes. We look at the role of digestive enzymes 

in stabilization of blood sugar levels. 

  

We look at diabetes as a nutritional deficiency and how to use nutrition to stabilize disease. 

 

 

 

Stem Cells in Cardiac Regeneration 

 
Prof Dr Dmitry Klokol 

European Wellness Centres International, EU, Asia-Pacific 
Stellar Biomolecular Research, Germany 

 

 
Cardiovascular pathology is the most wide spread disease and a leading cause of death in most 

countries. Improvements and innovations in management of acute cardiovascular pathology have 

provided a much higher survival rate after acute cardiovascular events however it did not solve 

the problem at a large scale – survival after acute myocardial infarction is just the beginning of 

the long struggle against the cardiomyopathy and chronic heart failure. For many years heart was 

considered to be a postmitotic organ. Recently discovery of endogenous cardiac precursor stem 

cells has put that statement to doubt. However, the question is whether endogenous 

neocardiogenesis is capable of effective heart regeneration after the acute myocardial ischemia 

and prevention and/or reversal of cardiomyopathy. We discuss available scientific and clinical 

data regarding heart regeneration, prospective potentials and hurdles of cardiomyopathy’s 

reversal with stem cells. Therapeutic options include a number of invasive and minimally invasive 

procedures, however physiological peculiarities of the myocardium also determine the outcomes 

of the treatments.  



Protocols of Stem Cells with Other Modalities of Medicine 

Prof Dato’ Sri Dr Mike Chan 
Chief Technical Consultant and Researcher 

in Stem Cell Research and BioMolecular Therapy 
European Wellness Centers Group  

Stellar BioMolecular Research (SBR) 
Germany. 

Nexgen BioPharma, Switzerland 
FCTI Precursor Stem Cells, Europe 

 

 
Stem cell therapy plays the central role in the entire arsenal of regenerative medicine. Stem cell 

therapy includes many types of stem cells: autologous and allogeneic stromal mesenchymal stem 

cells, fetal precursor stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells. Each of the different types of 

the stem cells has specific indications, contraindications and expected therapeutic benefits. In 

spite of wide clinical use stromal mesenchymal stem cells derived from either umbilical cord blood 

or adipose tissue have a relatively low success in treatment of systemic degenerative diseases 

and have a short term general revitalizing effect. Recent discovery of induced pluripotent stem 

cells brings many hopes however this type of stem cells is still in the research stage and are not 

yet routinely used in clinical practice. Fetal precursor stem cells may be considered as the golden 

standard in stem cells therapy. These are unipotent stem cells that are completely determined on 

their differentiation pathway. The list of advantages of precursor/progenitor stem cells includes 

but is not limited to their high metabolic activity, readiness to perform final differentiation, high 

level of cellular plasticity, ability to survive in suboptimal environment of recipient’s tissues. 

Precursor/progenitor stem cells provide an opportunity to conduct a tissue-specific targeted 

therapy, demonstrate a high rate of homing effect and express a high volume of paracrine factors 

that promote tissue remodeling and regeneration. To maximize the positive effect of stem cell 

therapy it is necessary to follow specific protocols. On the general scale successful stem cell 

treatment requires detailed investigation of patient’s condition, detoxification treatment, 

optimization of the patient and special follow up and maintenance treatment post stem cell 

implantation. 

 
 
 
 



Erectile Dysfunction and Vascular Disorder 
 

Dr Tanjung Subrata 
Lecturer and Researcher 

Faculty of Medicine, Warmadewa University 
Bali, Indonesia 

 

 
Erectile dysfunction (ED) is the inability to get and keep an erection firm enough for sex. The 

similar process that creates heart disease may also cause early erectile dysfunction since ED 

symptoms are often an early manifestation of endothelial dysfunction. 

  

Previously, plaque formation in arteries (atherosclerosis) was believed to be the major reason 

why ED often leads to the heart problems. Recent study proves that dysfunctions of the inner 

lining of the blood vessels (endothelium) and smooth muscle cause inadequate blood supply to 

the heart, impaire blood flow to the penis, and also aid in the development of atherosclerosis. 

  

In order to achieve an erection, there must be a decrease in sympathetic smooth muscle tone, an 

increase in relaxation phases of parasympathetic smooth muscle, an increase in arterial inflow, a 

rise in the endothelial spaces filling and a passive pinching off of the venues exiting the tunica 

albuginea. The entire process is exquisitely sensitive to the availability of both neuronal and 

endothelial nitric oxide; any disease process that reduces the levels of neuronal and endothelial 

nitric oxide will decrease erectile function. 

  

The conditions that reduce the endothelial nitric oxide level like age, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, 

diabetes, obesity, smoking and pelvic radiation are associated with cardiovascular disease and 

endothelial dysfunction. 

  

The quality of erections can be assessed by simple way, based on the erection hardness score 

(EHS) which is divided into 4 levels, namely severe ED, moderate ED, suboptimal erection and 

optimal erection. Decreasing of erection quality can be an early warning for current or future heart 

and vascular problems. 

  

  

Keyword: erectile dysfunction, heart diseases, vascular disorder 

 



Active Specific Immunotherapy as a Complementary Therapy for 
Autoimmune Disease and Cancer 

 
Dr Patricia Pan 

Researcher and Medical Biotechnologist 
University Malaysia, Sabah, Malaysia 

 

 

 
The pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases and cancer are closely associated with the 

dysregulation of the immune system to control autoreactive responses and tumour progression. 

Conventional treatments for autoimmune diseases and cancer are immunosuppressing agents 

which are often associated with undesirable side effects, toxicities and complications. This has 

opened up the necessity to search for immunotherapies to suppress excessive autoantibodies 

and to eradicate tumours. Active specific immunotherapy (ASI), an autologous 

immunomodulating therapy acts as an anti-idiotypic antibody attempts to augment the immune 

system by enhancing host defence mechanism and provides protection to our body. The unique 

property of ASI offers a very promising strategy for the management of autoimmune diseases and 

cancer, by inhibiting the secretion of autoantibodies and stimulating tumour antigen-specific 

immune responses. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the mechanism of action and 

applications of ASI is of utmost importance for the management of autoimmune diseases and 

cancer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Oral Health: a Window to your Overall Health 

- The First Step in Anti-Aging Medicine 
 

Prof Dr Tilman Fritsch 
Dentist 

Bayerisch Gmain, Germany 

 

 
Your oral health is more important than we might realize. Get the facts about how the health of 

oral cavity can affect general health. 

 

Did you know that your oral health offers clues about your overall health — or that problems in 

your mouth can affect the rest of your body? Protect yourself by learning more about the 

connection between your oral health and overall health. 

  

Caries, (silent) inflammation and oral dysfunction covers 100% of our population. We feel good, 

but we have the status of polymorbidity. 

  

We need a healthy oral cavity not even for eating, no we need it for much more. We need it for a 

neurological/neurobiological, anatomical and metabolical welfare. 

  

In addition, certain medications — such as antihistamines, painkillers, diuretics and 

antidepressants — can reduce saliva flow. Saliva washes away food and neutralizes acids 

produced by bacteria in the mouth, helping to protect you from microbial invasion or overgrowth 

that might lead to disease. 

  

Studies also suggest that oral bacteria and the inflammation associated with periodontitis — a 

severe form of gum disease — might play a role in some diseases causing silent inflammation.. 

In addition, certain diseases, such as diabetes and HIV/AIDS, can lower the body's resistance to 

infection, making oral health problems more severe. 

 

Over all dental health aspects do contribute to an overall successful well aging program in your 

practice. Learn to integrate dental medicine in our life in our business. 

  
 
 

 



Melatonin and DHEA 
 

Dr Sharan Kaur 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

 
Melatonin and DHEA are known as youth hormones, and are also known as an anti-aging 

hormones. Melatonin is a hormone derived from the amino acid tryptophan, which is a precursor 

for the neurotransmitter serotonin which is a catalysed into melatonin.it rises with darkness and 

promotes deep, restful sleep and is often used for jet lag, It has also been found to work as a 

mood enhancer, a cancer inhibitor, an immune system booster and as treatment for hypertension 

and migraine headache. It has been shown to act as powerful antioxidants. 

 

DHEA is known as the inner warrior. DHEA (dehdyroepiandrosterone) is also called the "Mother 

Hormone" because it can convert into all other hormones, and is being secreted from the adrenal 

glands. DDEA declines with age and is highest in teens and early 20's. it declines 

with stress and adrenal depletion. Dhea improves memory, increases energy and decreases risk 

for heart attack and diabetes and many other anti-aging properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Brain and Aging 
 

Assoc Prof Dr Prem Kumar Chandrasekaran 
Head of Neurobehavioural Services 

Penang Adventist Hospital 
Penang, Malaysia 

 

 
Ageing is defined as a time-dependent functional decline that occurs in most of live organisms. 

Ageing affects every organ in the body, including the brain, and seems to be encoded partly in a 

blood-based signature. Brain modification during the ageing process has been considered to 

predispose to dementia and neurodegenerative disorders, whereby various functions are 

decreased in different domains. 

  

At a cellular level, brain ageing is characterized by growing inflammation, oxidative stress, 

increased genomic instability, altered metabolism and destruction of protein homeostasis, which 

causes the accumulation of cellular waste. Impairment of these systems has been reported in 

ageing and neurodegenerative disorders that are characterised by inclusions of protein 

aggregates. 

  

When a normal process of ageing affects cognitive functions, it is known as age-related cognitive 

impairment. However, when this deterioration is due to abnormal pathological processes, it takes 

the course of a progressive dementing illness. Depending on the cause, a myriad of symptom 

clusters can occur. 

  

The most common of these degenerative processes is Alzheimer's Dementia, which is 

characterised by neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques which obstruct the transmission of 

impulses along cholinergic neurons. Other forms of dementia, depending on their aetiology, will 

also experience acceleration of their degenerating processes and produce varied clinical pictures. 

  

This presentation will focus on age-related dementing illnesses and some recent literature on 

possible prevention at the primary level. Indeed, factors in the circulation have been shown to 

modulate ageing and to rejuvenate numerous organs - including the brain - and their discovery, 

identification of their origins and understanding of their functions is ushering in a new era in ageing 

and dementia research. 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/protein-aggregate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/protein-aggregate


D-Ribose as Cell Food 
 

Mr Jagdev Singh 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

 
1.    How does the body derive cellular energy from ribose? 

2.    How does taking supplemental ribose aid in increasing cellular energy? 

3.    What will ribose do for someone concerned about cardiovascular health? 

4.    How is ribose made in the body? 

 

Blood Indicator for sudden Cardiac Death 
 

Mr Jagdev Singh 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 
Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD), is an unexpected death from a cardiac cause often attributed to 

cardiac arrhythmias. It is the largest cause of death in Malaysia. 

  

The Physicians’ Health Study Christie et al NEJM 2002), gave an early hint on a possible 

correlation between a measurable blood fat component and sudden cardiac death. This has now 

been reported in few other clinical studies; GISSI-P (Circulation 1999), FAAT (Circulation 2005), 

JELIS (Lancet 2007). 

  

Researchers have explored this link and developed a simple blood test to indicate the risk of a 

future sudden cardiac death. A recent study funded by the National Institute for Health, indicated 

that this test could be a better predictor of death risk than serum cholesterol levels (J. of Clinical 

Lipidology, 2018) 

  

Full explanation, details and the availability of this test will be presented. How certain fatty acids 

components found in common cooking oils can have an effect into the balance of this blood 

component will be explored and discussed.  

 
 

 

 



The Role of Vitamin D in Heart Disorders/Aging 
 

Prof Dr Karl J Neeser 
College of Public Health Science 

Chulalongkorn University 
Bangkok, Thailand 

 

 
Vitamin D, a fat-soluble pro-hormone, has wide-ranging roles in the regulation of many 

physiological processes through their interactions with the vitamin D receptors (VDR). It plays a 

major role in bones and calcium metabolism. Vitamin D deficiency is not uncommon and it has 

been associated with many health-related issues, including skeletal and non-skeletal 

complications. The association of low vitamin D and cardiovascular diseases and risk factors has 

been explored in both animal and human studies. Whereas observational and geographical 

studies have shown quite consistent results, studies and trials on the effect of vitamin D 

supplementation on cardiovascular risk factors and hypertension are conflicting with inconsistent 

results. Vitamin D from sunshine exposure may be the better strategy in the fight against 

cardiovascular diseases and risk factors, including coronary artery diseases, stroke, 

hypertension, and mortality, with special consideration to resistant hypertension. 

 

Furthermore, Vitamin D may play an important role in the biological process of aging. Aging is a 

complex process characterized by a progressive decline of organ functions leading to an 

increased risk of age-associated diseases and death. Telomere dysfunction and genomic 

instability appear to be of critical importance for aging at a cellular level. For example, age-related 

diseases and premature aging syndromes are frequently associated with telomere shortening. 

Telomeres protect the ends of chromosomes and maintain genomic stability. Micronutrients, such 

as vitamin D, folate and vitamin B12, are involved in telomere biology and cellular aging. In 

particular, vitamin D is important for a range of vital cellular processes including cellular 

differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis. Vitamin D might play a key role in telomere biology 

and genomic stability.  



Co-Q in the Management of Heart Disease 
 

Prof Dr Claus Muss 
International Research Group of applied Preventive Medicine 

Vienna St. Elisabeth University Bratislava (SEU) 

 

 
Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) ranks among the bestselling supplements, with global sales predicted 

to reach $849 million by 2020, according to a recent study. A shortage of this antioxidant may 

lead to oxidative stress, which increases the risk for a range of disorders, including CVD. It has 

ben also shown that CoQ10 may have significant benefits for people with cardiovascular disease 

(CVD), from reducing risk for repeat heart attacks and improving outcomes in patients with heart 

failure to lowering blood pressure and helping combat side effects of cholesterol-lowering statins. 

Such recent studies show that CoQ10 supplements can significantly increase protective HDL-C 

and ApoA1 levels, even in people taking statins, and therefore may help reduce risk for CVD. 

CoQ10 supplementation also lowers levels of inflammatory biomarkers shown to be risk factors 

for CVD, such as high-sensitivity C-reactive protein. Finally, low CoQ10 levels have been 

associated with greater tissue damage to the heart during a heart attack and the brain during 

stroke. Although statin therapy can significantly reduce heart attack and stroke risk, up to 25 

percent of patients quit treatment within six months due to side effects, such as muscle aches 

and weakness. In a 2014 randomized clinical study published in Medical Science Monitor, 75 

percent of statin users with muscle symptoms reported reduced pain after taking CoQ10 twice a 

day for 30 days, versus zero improvement in the placebo group. The researchers concluded that 

combining statin therapy with CoQ10 supplements could lead to higher compliance with 

treatment. Found in almost every cell of the body, CoQ10 is a fat-soluble, vitamin-like substance 

that helps convert food into energy. A powerful antioxidant that protects against damage from 

toxic free radicals, CoQ10 is produced by the body and is also found in many foods, with higher 

levels in organ meats, such as liver or kidneys; as well as sardines, mackerel, chicken, cauliflower, 

broccoli and asparagus. There are two forms of CoQ10: ubiquinone and ubiquinol. Ubiquinol, the 

active antioxidant form of CoQ10, is made in the body from ubiquinone. As we age, the levels of 

both forms drop. As early as age 20, the amount of ubiquinone our bodies produce begins to drop. 

Compounding the problem, the body also loses its ability to make ubiquinol from ubiquinone. A 

simple blood test is available to measure CoQ10 levels. 



Magnesium for Hypertension Patients 
 

Prof Dr Claus Muss 
International Research Group of applied Preventive Medicine 

Vienna St. Elisabeth University Bratislava (SEU) 

 

 
Magnesium is the eighth most abundant element on the earth's crust, and is found in every organ 

in the human body. Magnesium plays a part in more than 300 reactions in the body. Magnesium 

is necessary to synthesize proteins, DNA and RNA. It plays a role in our metabolism, and cells 

use magnesium to transport calcium and potassium ions across the cell walls. Healthy 

magnesium levels are also key to nerve function, muscle contraction, heartbeat, and healthy 

bones. Yet all of the magnesium in the average person weighs only 0.8 ounces (25 grams). 

 

Magnesium is occasionally recommended to ease altitude sickness, hay fever, Lyme disease, 

asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and hypertension. This is understood 

by the fact that Magnesium deficiency causes coronary spasm. Dangerously low levels of 

magnesium can also result in low calcium (hypocalcemia), and low potassium (hypokalemia). An 

analysis of seven studies including more than 200,000 people found that an extra 100 milligrams 

of magnesium a day reduced a person's risk of stroke by 8 percent, (American Journal of Clinical 

Nutrition 2012). 

 

Studies have proven also magnesium supplements to lower blood pressure. This effect however 

seems to be marginal. A metaanalysis of 22 studies on magnesium and blood pressure found 

that magnesium supplements reduced blood pressure. However, high blood pressure can fall 

within a range of 20 mmHg. In this study, people's drop in blood pressure was greater when they 

increased their magnesium by eating more fruits and vegetables, or taking more than 370 

milligrams of magnesium a day. 

 

A healthy diet can easily provide enough magnesium. Whole grains, nuts, fish, meat, dark green 

vegetables, legumes and many fruits contain significant amounts of magnesium. Supplements 

can increase magnesium levels, especially those in the forms of magnesium aspartate, citrate, 

lactate and chloride. The recommended daily intake of magnesium ranges from 320 milligrams to 

420 milligrams, depending on age or gender. 

 

Additionally, Magnesium applied directly to the skin is said to treat skin infections and speed up 

wound healing. Magnesium has also been touted to ease muscle cramps, sensitivity to loud 

noises and kidney stones. 

 

Our I-GAP study group has proven in a double blind placebo controlled human trial with 150 

participants that magnesium rich supplements contribute to lowering blood pressure in pregnancy 

and thereby reduce the risk of preeclampsia. 

 



Auto Phage and Disease Treatment 
 

Prof Dr Andrew Charles Gomez 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

 
Autophagy literally means self-eating and refers to your body's process of elimination of damaged 

cells by digesting them. 

 

It is an essential clearing out process that encourages the proliferation of new healthy cells and 

is a fundamental aspect of cellular regeneration and longevity 

  

By activating autophagy or repairing the mechanism in cases where dysfunction has not set in 

reachers behind neurodegenerative disease such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's can be 

successful treated    

 

 
 

 

Stemcell – Benefits and Comparison Exosomes 
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Sleep and Chronic Non-Communicable Disease 
 

Prof Dr Karl J Neeser 
College of Public Health Science 

Chulalongkorn University 
Bangkok, Thailand 

 

 

 
The cost of poor sleep is much greater than many people think, it may have profound 

consequences for our long-term health. Research has revealed that people who consistently fail 

to get enough sleep are at an increased risk of most chronic non-communicable diseases. Today, 

research studies have shown that lack of sleep – especially on a regular basis – is associated 

with long-term health consequences, including chronic medical conditions like obesity, diabetes, 

high blood pressure, and heart disease, cancer and even neurodegenerative diseases, and that 

these conditions may also lead to a shortened life expectancy. 

 

Millions of people suffer from some type of sleep disorder, but most people do not mention their 

sleeping problems to their doctors, and most doctors do not necessarily ask about them. This 

widespread lack of awareness of the impact of sleep problems can have serious and costly public 

health consequences. Treating sleep as a priority, rather than a luxury, may be an important step 

in preventing a great number of chronic medical conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Centre is the Mouth 

from the Oral Cavity for whole of the Body 
 

Prof Dr Tilman Fritsch 
Dentist 

Bayerisch Gmain, Germany 
 

  
The oral cavity is the internal organ of the brain. The teeth are not only made for biting some food. 

  

Now we begin to start to understand the function of the oral cavity. It is a neurological and a 

neurological function. The oral cavity has a guiding function for whole of the body. 

 

First we have to understand, in the next step we can start to use it in medicine. 

 

In this field, we have to start the interdisciplinary communication to use all the possibilities we can 

use by an optimized oral cavity in the right way. Anti-Aging Medicine as al Well-Aging-Long-Life 

Medicine needs an interdisciplinary communication between medicine, physical therapy and 

dentistry. 

  

 

The First Step in Anti-Aging Medicine 

- Eating, How to do? 
 

Prof Dr Tilman Fritsch 
Dentist 

Bayerisch Gmain, Germany 

 

The literature is filled up with dietary research. Our knowledge about what to eat is daily 

increasing. The medias teach us how to cook. What we never mention: how to eat. Eating is not 

only chewing. It is a very complex interaction between, what needs our body, what can we find 

for satisfaction and how can we prepare the pre-digestion in the mouth for the digestion in the 

gut. In the gut we only can react, in the mouth we can act, let’s do that. 

 

Eating is although a neurological and neurobiological opportunity. We can use this potency for 

Anti-Aging Medicine. 


